Barron Lighting Group Introduces
Three New LED Lighting Solutions
Glendale, AZ – April 18, 2018 – Barron Lighting Group, the parent company to
Trace-Lite commercial and industrial lighting announces the addition of three new
lighting solutions: the MC2 10’’ LED Canopy, the BAW adjustable LED wallpack and
the WLZ zero uplight LED wallpack.
“Barron Lighting Group is committed to expanding our offering of LED products in
order to provide our customers with the best lighting solutions possible for their
project needs. With that in mind, I am pleased to announce the addition of three
new LED fixtures from our Trace-Lite brand,” said Heather McCune, Vice President,
Sales Operations of Barron Lighting Group.
Trace-Lite offers LED lighting solutions including wallpacks, flood lighting, garage/canopy lighting and high/low
bays for indoor and outdoor commercial and industrial lighting applications.
The MC2 Series is Trace-Lite’s 10” LED canopy, designed to set a new standard for all canopy applications
with its minimal power consumption, low profile and low glare design. The specially engineered lens
optimizes visual comfort without sacrificing lighting efficacy and does not yellow over time.
The BAW Series of LED luminaires features adjustable light bars that can be oriented in up, down and
up/down orientations to create dramatic lighting effects. This family of product is offered in four different
light outputs and two sizes to complement any building exterior and to accommodate multiple mounting
heights.
The WLZ Series features an architecturally relevant low profile LED design in lumen packages ranging from
1500 lumens to over 12,000 lumens. Its high efficiency light engine is designed for optimal light control
and distribution with zero uplight. This family of product is offered in several size housings to complement
any building exterior and accommodates mounting heights up to 35’.
About Barron Lighting Group
Barron Lighting Group, based out of Glendale, Arizona, manufactures and markets a comprehensive line of lighting
solutions in LED and HID fixtures for commercial and industrial applications and is the parent company to four
brands: Exitronix emergency lighting, Trace-Lite commercial and industrial lighting, specialtyLED commercial and
decorative lighting, and Growlite® indoor and greenhouse horticultural lighting.
For more information, visit http://www.BarronLTG.com.
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